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Abstract. Electrotactile feedback has been proven effective in improv-
ing mid-air interactions in Virtual Reality (VR) scenarios. However, the
elicited sensation is often described as unnatural. We explore standard
stimulation patterns or effects (FXs) found in the literature and how
they can get coupled with common VR interactions. We propose 6 im-
plementations of these patterns and, based on our expectation that some
couplings work better than others, we evaluated their coherence in an
experiment (N=8).

1 Introduction

Matching user’s expectations while interacting in VR is an important factor of
presence [2] and agency [1]. Tactile feedback needs to ensure a coherence between
the user’s interaction and the elicited sensations. While electrotactile feedback
has been proven effective in rendering contact information when interacting with
virtual objects [3], one of its disadvantages is that it elicits sensations that are
often described as unnatural, due to the fact that it directly stimulates the
skin nerves endings. Electrotactile feedback is still capable of rendering rich
sensations thanks to the high density of actuators, their high wearability, and
the wide number of parameters that can be customized. This paper investigates
and present preliminary results of how different set of electrotactile actuation
parameters can be used to render different tactile sensations and how these are
perceived while performing single finger interactions in VR.

2 Methodology

We propose the study of three common single finger interactions: tapping an
object, sliding the finger along a surface, and pressing down objects (see Fig. 1-
left). From the literature, we collected six common tactile effects rendered using
electrotactile feedback.
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Fig. 1. VR scenario with 3 interactable objects (left) and equipment used (right), with
electrode layout in the inset.

We use a custom electrical stimulator (see Fig 1 right) that has up to 32
channels which can be configured as cathode or anode. The stimulator produces
biphasic cathodic square pulses with a pulse frequency in the range [1-200] Hz
and with pulse widths between [30-500] µs. Amplitude of the pulses can be set
between the range of [0.1-9.0] mA. For this particular experiment, we connected
a 7-channels electrode (6 cathodes and 1 anode) with the cathodes laid out in a
2×3 matrix.

We designed 6 electrotactile patterns (FXs) which can be easily distinguished.
The feedback design was done for a 2×3 pads electrode (see Fig 1 right). The six
patterns (or FX) are described in detail in this accompanying technical report [4].

Eight subjects are asked to use their index finger, equipped as shown in
Fig. 1, to interact with a virtual environment in three different ways – tapping
an object, sliding the finger along a surface, and pressing down objects. We
tested the performance of each of these interactions when rendered in the six
different ways mentioned above, in order to understand the best way to render
such interactions through electrotactile feedback. Each interaction is repeated 6
times per each pattern, leading to 108 interactions in total.

At the end of the task, participants answer a post-experience questionnaire
providing us additional feedback regarding the perception of the tactile patterns
during the considered interactions.

3 Results and discussion

The ranking and the distribution of the scores for all interactions are reported
in Fig. 2.

For the tapping interaction, the best patterns are the direction, the intensity,
and the binary ones. This is also corroborated with the ranking data. We em-
phasize here that the directional pattern behaves similarly to the intensity one,
having as only difference the activation of 2 central active pads rather than only
one [4].

For the press interaction, we found similar results, but these are more pro-
nounced given that the interaction span is longer. The directional and intensity
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patterns are still the best but this time the intensity pattern takes the first place
most often in the ranking data.

Finally, for the slide interaction, we see clearly the preference for the direc-
tional pattern which is a richer pattern compared to the others, thanks to the
additional interaction input data. It is interesting to notice in the ranking data
that 2nd and 3rd best are the clockwise and random patterns, indicating that
one of the most important factors for rendering a coherent sensation for this
particular interaction is having a stimulus that changes location over time.

As next step, we will recruit more participants in order to perform a statistical
analysis and verify that the differences are significant. We will also analyze the
interaction data that we have collected such as time spent per interaction, object
interpenetration, button compression and sliding speed to see if the tactile FXs
have an incidence in the way participants interact with the virtual objects.

Fig. 2. Ranking order (top) and distribution of the scores (bottom) of the tactile pat-
terns (FXs) per each interaction: tapping an object, sliding the finger along a surface,
and pressing down objects. The six considered patterns are detailed in [4].
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